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Mend a quarrel.
Search out a forgotten friend.
Dismiss suspicion, and replace it with trust
Write a love letter.
Shake some treasure.
Give a soft answer.
Encourage youth.
Manifest your loyalty in a word or deed.
Keep a promise.
Find the time.
Forego a grudge.
Forgive an enemy.
Listen.
Apologize if you were wrong.
Try to understand.
Flout envy.
Examine your demands on others.
Think first of someone else.
Appreciate, be kind, be gentle.
Laugh a little more.
Deserve confidence.
Take up arms against malice.
Decry complacency.
Express your gratitude .
. Worship your God.
Gladden the heart of a child.
Take pleasure in the beauty and wonder of the earth.
Speak your love.
Speak it again.
Speak it still again.
Speak it still once again.
-Source. Unknown

YOUR STAY AT ST. (
Most new patients are, to a certain extent, confused by the many
activities that happen so rapidly -- and perhaps unexpectedly -while they are in the hospital that they may not understand them
all. Busy doctors · and nurses don't always have time to explain
the details,
This is written to, perhaps, help calm your case o(
"Hospital Jitters,"
Almost every patient, after having been in the hospital for a few·
hours, wonders whether all the questions, answers, examinations
and paperwork are necessary to his recovery,
0£ course, the answer is "YES.

11

Your doctor, because he has examined you thoroughlyand personally, is familiar with your illness, All the questions and answers
and paperwork are necessary to transmit information about you to
other members of the hospital "team" who will combine their efforts
to send you home happier _and healthier, .
All the combined efforts of the "team, 11 however, are directly under
the supervision of your doctor, who is, in every sense, the team
captain, It is he who directs every action of the nursing staff, the
technicians and the 1rnpporting hospital staff to hasten your recovery
and assure your comfort while you are here,
There are a great many functions and services carried out quietly
behind the scenes, The hospital pharmacy is one example. If
your doctor prescribes special medicines or drug pn,parations for
you, it is the job o! the pharmacy to provide those medicines
exactly according to your doctor's direction.
ILis interesting to
note that of the hospital's stock, 90% of the drug inventory consists of new drugs which did not exist ten or twelve years ago.
Another department -- and one of the busiest -- is the hospital
laboratory. As a patient you may be almost totallyunaware of the
laboratory but under your doctor's direction, this department can
make many, many tests to confirm your doctor's diagnosis and to
provide additional information about the !unctions of your body.
Probably your only contact with the laboratory will occur when a
technician visits you !or blood samples or specimens necessary
for laboratory analysis.
New laboratory equipment and procedures now make possible
tests which were unheard-of twenty years ago. Medical research
is progressing at such a rate that the number of tests performed
in hospital laboratories DOUBLES every four or five years,
Since the body of scientific medical knowledge has become so broad,
specialization is now mor e a rule than an exception,
Here· is a list
of medical specialists with their definitions:

LOUD HO SPIT AL
ANESTHESIOLQGIST: The usage and administration of local and/or
general anesthetics for prevention oi pai n.
•
CARDIOVASCULAR (OR CARDIAC) SPECIALIST: Diseases of the
heart and blood vessels.
DERMATOLOGISTS: Diseases of the skin.
GYNECOLOGIST: Diseases and disorders of the female sexual
reproductive system.
GENERAL PRACTITIONER: A doctor of medicine who has not
specialized in any particular branch of medicine.
HEMATOLOGIST: Diseases and disorders o! the blood.
INTERNIST: Diseases of the i nternal or g ans o! the body; a branch
of medicine concerned with disorders which do not require surgery.
NEUROLOGIST: Diseases and disorders of the nervous system.
NEUROLOGICAL SURGEON: Disease~ o! the nervous system which
require surgery.
OPHTHALMOLOGIST: Diseases of the eye •
. OBSTETRICIAN: Care ·of women during pregnancy, labor and
delivery.
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY:. Corrective surgery !or deformities and
diseases of lirnbs, bones, muscles and joints.
OTOLOGIST. LAR YNGOLOGIST I OT OLAR YNGOLOGIST: Diseases
and disorders of the ear, nose and throat.
PATHOLOGIST: Examination and study of body tissues and fluids
to detcnnin<! the nature of disease.
PEDIATRICIAN: Diseases of chiidren.
PHYSICAL MEDICINE: Treatm e nt of physical disabled persons,
coordinating physical and occupational therapy.
·
PROCTOLOGIST: Diseases of the anus and rectum.
PSYCHIATRIST: Mental diseases and emotional disorders.
RADIOLOGIST (OR ROENTGENOLOGIST): The usage and interpretation of x- ray photographs; usage and application in the treatment oi disease.
UROLOGIST: Diseases of urinary tract, including kidney and
bladder.
There are other specialists, of course, but the above list should
give you at least a knowledge of those you'll hear most frequently.
If, during your stay at our hospital, there is something you don't
understand, you have every right to ask what it means, Although
in the rush of day-to-day hospi tal business, you sometimes may
feel otherwise, you should always remember that Y()U, the patient,
are the most important person in this hospital, and we -- the
entire hospital staff, doctors, nurses, aides, technicians and
administrative personnel ;._ are here to serv~ YOU to the best of
our abilities.
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THE SERVICES LISTED ABOVE MAY BE HEARD ON THE
BEDSIDE UNIT BY TURNING THE SELECTION KNOB TO
THE CHAPEL CHANNEL.
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PATIENT CONFESSIONS BY REQUEST.

CHAPLAIN• S CORNER

Fr. Al Stangl

JULY
THE SUMMER MONTH
J
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January cold comes to mi.nd in the heat of
this month

U

-

United States celebrates her freedom day
on the Fourth of these thirty-one days

L

-

Love is tested during this warm growing
time

Y

-

Young growing season gives way to more
serious growing days with hot days - nights
and thundershowers.

I hope you enjoy this month with its vacat_ions and
holidays. I hope you listen to love grow in summer and find God in this growing season.
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